


Some years ago, when I visited David Traub's studio, he introduced me to the work 
of the Gee's Bend _Quilters Collective. Gee's Bend is in Alabama, an impoverished 
African-American community where quiltmaking was, at least in the first instance, 
a practical solution to poverty, the need to stay warm, and the use of whatever 
material came to hand: old work clothes, household fabrics, scraps. These quilts 
rarely obey the norms of American quiltmaking, and where they do turn to the use 
of geometrical blocks, and dependence on regular patterns, repetition and balance, 
they go beyond the conventions, introducing move,:nent and rhythm into their 
designs. 

Their work, Traub points out, is as strong and sophisticated in its improvisational 
composition and use of colour as the work of the colour field painters working from 
the mid-twentieth century. He has been looking at, and inspired by, these quilts 
for years now. The attraction is in part due to the brilliance of their design. It is a 
visceral response too, to the alluring presence in the quilts of traces of the previous 
lives of those fabrics - bleached by the sun, stained by water, stretched and frayed 
by the movements of the body. 

. 

Traub sees resonances between their practices and his. Like the quiltmakers< he 
preserves scraps and offcuts; like them he begins by sifting through his boxful 
of glass pieces and draws from what is at hand, making decisions about how to 
structure the objec_t and its composition; and like them he uses scraps to make 
something new, something whole. 

I had not expected to meet textile art in a glass art studio; the two media seem to 
belong at opposite ends of a continuum: soft/hard, pliable/rigid, warm/cool. But 
there is a clear affinity between Traub's aesthetic and way of working, and that of 
the quiltmakers. Paul Arnett writes, of the Gee's Bend quiltmakers, that their forms 
'offer metaphors for existence in the Bend, where art discovered ways to sprout 
from daily life'. Similarly, Traub's work finds ways to render practical domestic items 
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as art, and to use the affordances of colour and colour 
combinations to produce vivid, distinctive works of art. 

This exhibition highlights concepts that have been part c 
his thinking and practice for some years now. The works 
on display, polished and mounted and lit, began as the 
black-and-white drawings he produces to work through 
ideas, testing the sense of where he might go with a 
particular work, considering foreground and background 
relationships, division of space, balance and imbalance, 
fulcrums and multiples, and repetition as aesthetic. 
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into the more aleatoric relationships that are evident in the Gee's Bend quilts. 
"Fiesta", for instance, pieces together nine irregular blocks of irregular st rips, the 
space between strips moving like steps in a dance. 

A second wo rk, "Labyrinth", is all geometrical shapes, pieced together like a 
puzzle, not allowing the eye t o rest at any point, but always drawing t he gaze 
t hrough the cont rasting steps. 

"Beyond t he wall" exploit s the pulsing of coloured bars - arranged like a wall -
against a scatter of frozen light: it's fo rest, perhaps, or wave, surging 'beyond the 
wall'; movement in powerful contrast w it h stasis. 
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"Banner" also has a run of vertical bars at the lower edge of t he artwo rk, and 
these shimmer against the hpr izonta l bars, t hat shimmer in tu rn against each 
othe r, a joyful rhythm of colour and light. 

"Meteo r" is a burst of colour, t he quilting of vertical bars pressing up against 
graded yellow, bleeding against a border all pink frit, which carries the eye up and 
out. 

Each wor k in this exhibit ion is fi lled with dynamic breath, a choreography of 
colour and light and gest ure. Each is an element of a conversation t hat explores 
the relationships between making do and making art, and between very diffe rent 
artforms , in a mode t hat enriches the potent ial of each. Each panel too achieves 
what, arguably, only glass art can achieve: sound in silence, movement in frozen 
for m; and in this , it introduces new ways of seeing, t hinking and exper iencing the 
vibrancy of life. 
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